The CS 8000 from Carestream Dental enables dentists to capture crystal clear images. Discuss any abnormality found or any treatment you need to do. There's no need to send things around in the two weeks between your inspection and the CQC visiting. Can your practice afford not to get in touch?

For additional information or help and advice on a business issue please call Apolline on 0149 209 6250 or visit www.apollineuk.com

The CS 8000 from Carestream Dental entails dentists to use straight away. “One of the things that I really enjoyed was the fact that you could bring in your own cases and discuss them with really skilled and experienced dentists and get a qualified opinion.” The CS 8000 has a really good reputation. I’ve nearly completed the MSc module with the Eastman and this has made it easier for me to get onto a post-graduate programme here in Denmark, once I finish my MSc project, helping me to develop an academic career. “I would definitely recommend the course because it’s really opened up not only new career pathways, but also made me a more multi-skilled professional, and a far better dentist than I was.”

For further information, please contact Victoria Banks, Programme Administrator, on 020 7905 1251, email v.banks@ucl.ac.uk or visit www.ucl.ac.uk/eastman/ged

“Very stable, very accurate”

Dr Yasser Haddadi is a General Practitioner at Holmevej.dk in Denmark. He has successfully completed the Certificate and Diploma level courses in the Restorative Dental Practice programme at the UCL Eastman Dental Institute. “I started the Certificate course and I thought it was so much material that I decided to continue,” said Dr Haddadi. “One of the things that I really enjoyed was the fact that you could bring in your own cases and discuss them with really skilled and experienced dentists and get a qualified opinion.” The CS 8000 has a really good reputation. I’ve nearly completed the MSc module with the Eastman and this has made it easier for me to get onto a post-graduate programme here in Denmark, once I finish my MSc project, helping me to develop an academic career. “I would definitely recommend the course because it’s really opened up not only new career pathways, but also made me a more multi-skilled professional, and a far better dentist than I was.”

For further information, please contact Victoria Banks, Programme Administrator, on 020 7905 1251, email v.banks@ucl.ac.uk or visit www.ucl.ac.uk/eastman/ged

FREEPHONE: 0800 04 39 503 or e-mail to info@thedentistryshow.co.uk

FREEPHONE: 0800 04 39 503 or e-mail to info@thedentistryshow.co.uk
Sdent Dental Systems

Over 30 years experience with Sintron products for over 30 years experience of working exclusively in partnership with Sintron, to provide the world’s premier brand of high tech dental equipment and support and many loyal customers, who buy Sdent Equipment from Sdent Dental Systems you not only get the best price and exclusive Special Offers, but you also get access to the best support in the UK. &Sintron Specialist, Sdent Dental Systems offer the choice from the complete range of Sintron Treatment Centers, 2D and 3D digital and film based x-ray apparatus – including the very latest Orthopedic XG 3D digital panoramic machines, their extensive range of Sintron handpieces, and auxiliary items including 360° arc, 5RHO burn and EOC sterilisation units. Wherever possible potential clients are invited to visit The Courtyard, Sintron state-of-the-art training and showroom facility in Chertsey, where you will be able to see the complete product range in action. Finally Sdent will undertake a complete Project Management Service, including installation and post installation service support, to assist them to become reality.

For further information call Sdent Dental Systems on 01922 829000 or email jствеll@sdent.co.uk

2 Years Reassurance

Whether looking to purchase new Treatment Centres have a wealth of choice before them and in the current climate, additional costs for service and repair may be a key factor in the decision making process. Takara Belmont are so confident in the quality and reliability of their products that they offer an unsurpassed 5 year extended warranties for all their Chairs, Units and Operating Light. With a reputation for reliable products, the company feels that offering the extended policy will give current confidence in the product and offer additional peace of mind. Stephen Price, Director said, “Having taken the time to research what equipment is most suitable for their practice, it’s reassuring to know that their choice is covered under the terms of the manufacturer’s warranty. Our chairs are one of the most popular choices for dental teaching hospitals within 250 treatment centres in Guy’s hospital alone” for full details on their warrant policies, please contact Sdent Dental Systems on 0208 756 3300, or visit www.sdent.co.uk

For more information on this release please contact: Michelle Hurst, AB Communications, Tel: (020) 8939 0700, E-mail: michaelsd@ab-communications.com

SDI Polyclad and Polyclad

Polyclad and Polyclad from SDI are two cosmetic whitening systems that will help your patients achieve a whiter and healthier smile. Both Polyclad and Polyclad are pH neutral which ensures the full release of the peroxide in the initial contact with the patient’s teeth. Polyclad and Polyclad offer a high water content which reduces dehydration - Contain desensitising agents - Have a long lasting fresher mouth taste - Incorporate special additives that maximise the whitening potential. This makes both systems mild enough to ensure complete comfort throughout use. The market leading Polyclad and Polyclad are in the active ingredients that are used to bleach the teeth. Polyclad uses hydrogen peroxide which is faster working, for a quicker treatment. Polyclad however, utilises carbamide peroxide which is a slower acting chemical that will provide a gentler whitening treatment. The Polyclad Dental is offering its customers a free box of Polyclad or Polyclad for every three boxes ordered. A mild, but effective cosmetic whitening system, Polyclad and Polyclad will help your patients to achieve a white smile that gives them confidence.

For more information, contact The Dental Directory on 0800 585 586, or visit www.dental-directory.co.uk

An Invitation To Lunch

Oral-B’s popular ‘lunch and learn’ webinars are CPD accredited so all team members can earn a hour of verifiable CPD in the comfort of their own practice.

The meetings are ideal for those who want to learn more about the latest developments in powder brushing and toothpaste including clinical support and development opportunities. Samples for patient and personal use will also be available. Oral-B will endeavour to win or on the most convenient day and time that will provide a presentation focusing on clinical data behind their products. As the presentation will take place at lunchtimes, Oral-B will provide lunch for all team members present. Access to the Internet has led to an increased interest and awareness amongst consumers regarding matters of oral hygiene, and it is hoped that these informal sessions will be a great opportunity for Oral-B products' customers to ask questions they might have in a relaxed environment with as little disruption as possible to their normal working day. This events are popular and booked early. To request a ‘lunch and learn’ demonstration you will need to contact your local Oral-B representative who will be able to set up contact. As demand is high, agreements will be on a ‘first come, first served’ basis.

SDI Polyclad and Polyclad

Free next day delivery on all orders from The Dental Directory. The Dental Directory offers a fantastic variety of over 26,000 products, ranging from sanitation to equipment and furnishings. The Dental Directory’s team of enthusiastic and knowledgeable staff are always happy to answer any questions you may have about any product. With next day delivery as standard, The Dental Directory is keen to continue its commitment to ensuring complete customer satisfaction on every order.

Stacey Haggi, Practice Manager of Burgess Hyder Dental Group in Finchley, County Durham, says “The Team at The Dental Directory are so helpful and knowledgeable and this has made it easier for me to get onto a part-time PD programme here in Denton, once I finish my MSc project, helping me to develop an academic career.

We have been using The Dental Directory for over 15 years and they are very competitive when it comes to both price and the quality of the goods they offer. Ordinarily the next day and all deliveries are free of charge, no matter how small the order. We’ve been very happy with how absolutely reliable and helpful they are.

For further information, contact The Dental Directory on 0800 585 586, or visit www.thedentaldirectory.co.uk

UCL Eastman Training in Restorative Dental Practice: “made me a far better dentist”

Dr Yaaser Haddadi is a General Dental Practitioner at Holmeadway in Denmark. He has successfully completed the Certificate and Diploma level courses in the Restorative Dental Practice programmes at the UCL Eastman Dental Institute. “I started with the Certificate course and it gave so much professionally, that decided to continue” says Dr Haddadi. “One of the things that really made me a far better dentist was the fact that you could bring your own cases and discuss them with really skilled and experienced dentists and get a qualified opinion. “The Eastman has a really good reputation. I’ve really completed my training with the Eastman and this has made it easier for me to go onto a part-time PD programme here in Denton, once I finish my MSc project, helping me to develop an academic career.

I would definitely recommend the course because it’s really opened up a new career pathways for me but also made me a much more contented and happy practitioner than I was”.

For further information, please contact Victoria Banks, Programme Administrator, on 020 7665 1251, email banks@ucl.ac.uk or visit www.ucl.ac.uk/eastman/cpd

DCM 2013 and DCPD 2013 tickets now almost sold out!

Tickets for the Dental Congress and DCPD 2013 are only available until Friday 18th January 2013.

For more information please visit www.dental2013.co.uk